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The. Effects of Reading Ability on Seventh Graders Narrative Writing-

Richard-Beach

Session 44.24, AERA Annual Meeting

Purpose of the study

Little research has examined the influende of, reading ability on

students' personal-incident, autobiographical narrative writing or their:

ability-,to critically asseSt7their narrative writing. The purpose of :the

exploratory stUdy was to examine the effect of reading abjlity:On 7th.J

gradestudents,narrative writing quality, use of deSCripti4e and

evaluative t7units use of storytelling:lingUistic cues,''degree of

revision, an7 their between7draft Self-asSesSing inferences ,about

A.ntentionprObVe:ms in 'fulfilling intention and :predicted revisions.:

Related theory: reading ebilityrativesandwritir

EXamining%the emoirical'rel,ationShips betWeen-reading and, writing

shoUld be based on some theory as to haw proficiency in reading

contributes to certain specificwriting skills. In terms of this study,

tli4'theoryneeds to eicplicate the knowledge and skills-better readers

their writing that would results in superior narrative-writing

It assumes that readers acquire knowledge of text conventionsquality.

and skills from reading that are also, employed in writing. At the iame

time, this theory recogt. 'es that writing ability-stems from a range of

different factors, only one of which'is reading experienCe.

Knowledae and skills uni ue to writin ersonal-incident narratives For

the purpose of this,si,udy, narrative writing, is defined as writing
O



aUtobidgraphical narratiVe atibut a specific incident.: In writing these,

incidents, writers need to use concrete details in order

than "tell" what occurred in the event. Writers

"shoW" rather
_

use_dialogue,and concrete'

descriptions of persons and settings to portray the.setting, events, and

\persons. Writera acquire this "show, don't tell" literary convention from;

their reading of literature. In writing-about their own experiences,

better readers may therefore be more apt to develop characters or events

through the

readers.

Writers also portray their own attitude towards an event through

use of comments on asides about thoughts a d'feelingsather than

use of dialogue, deScription or concrete detaias than poorer

simply report a series of episodes a writer useskthese comments or asides'.

convey the significance or relevance of these episodes tb the main idea

point of the event. For example, rather than simply report on 'his

it - -I was thrilled." Adding the descriptive detail, "after ten failures'

in getting up," and his comment reflection about the episode, "I

I

cOnVeys-the-.significance of

the eVent--'the fact that'he:WAS finally successful after so many'attemOts

Sentence functions employed innarratiVedoper s analysiS (1983) of

/ sentence functions employed in narratives fc.,und that three/basic types o

sentence functions Predominated: "narrate" actions), "describe"

(providing descriptive details), and "evaluate" (stating feelings or

judgments about the actions).COOper

differences in .the use of "narrate,

(1963) foUnd-developmental

e crib and "evaluate," sentence,:



funCtion4; older writers are more likely to emOlay"deScribe" and

"evaluate" functions to elabarate or comMerit on actions.': These "desCribe"

or "evaluAte" sentencet like-the:linguistic cues, serve to:dramatize the

unusual or

Elaborating the "narrate"-:sentences with "describe" or "evaluate"

sentences therefore serves to convey the point of the story.

Use of linguistic cues The wr,iter s narrative therefore has apoint that

makes it worth telling, endowing the narrative with what Lcabov ,(1972)

defines as "tellability." -A narrative's point or "tellability" aften
4

derives from fact that the event is unusual or extraordinary; a violation.

norms (LaboV, 1972; Pratt 1976). In order: to convey the factof social

that an event. constitutes an unusual or ei<traordinary occurrence, a writer

employs certain comments or asides that dramatize the.unusual or

extraordinary nature of the event. Basedn his research on oral
Ff

anecdotes, Laboy isolated several basic types of these linguiStiC cues.;

For example, the word, "finally" in the above example suggests the

-.significance of the event--that after repeated attempts, he succeeds.

These cues ("You woduldn't belieVe what happened...," "we had never seen

anything like it") to accentuate the unusual or extraordinary

of.an event in both oral and written discourse.

'Setter readers are better able t infer the gist or intentions Of

text than poorer readers (Brown and Smiley, 1977; Winograd, 1983). If

better readees are abetter able to infer their intentions,-Ehey may be more

likely 'to employ Labov's linguistic cue in order to convey the p6int or,

the "tellability" of a narrative: ,Thus, better readers .may be more likeLy

nature/,%

to employ cues that convey the point of their narratives' because they are,:
4

better able to infer their own intention.



If better readers are better able to infer the point of their

also be more likely to employ "describe" or "reflect"

sentences that serve to develop the "narrate" sentences. These "describe"

and "reflect" sentences -add, additional details and comments that

accentuate the unusual or extraordinary aspects of the specific events in

the narrative. Descriptive detaiLs and comments also convey the

significance of particular episodes to the point of the larger experienCe.

Ability to revise drafts Better readers ability to define their own

intentions may... also influence the extent to which they revise their

drafts. In ocder to critically assess one draft, a writer perceivhs

dispairlties,between their intentions and the text and then revise the text,

"until they achieve their intended meanings. Problem-solving code's of
A-

revision Flower and "Hayes, 1981) posit that writers infer intentions or

goals,!define problems in'achieving these intentions or goals and thin

predict appropriate revisions consIutent with.the Intended meanings.

College"students who are able to-define'their-intentions are better able

define problems and employ'theappropriate revisions in order t

improve their drafts (Beach%and Eaton, 1984). It may theq_be the case

that beCauSe better readerS are better able to define'their intentions,

they will be more likely. to employ revisions that improve the quality of
,

their drafts than poorer readers:

Howpver,,students often have di'fficulty making'intention.or goal

inferences about their 'own Writing When asked tainfer their own

intentions, or ,goal, college stUdents often, simply summarized the conten

of their draft rather than.infer-their intentions or goals '(Beach and

Eaton, 1984). .Without a clear, .sense,of the intended meaning, these



students h d difficulty had no basis far judging, the relevancy or

inforMation relative/ to 'their intended

then be the case that younger

meaning. It may

lack the7.ce nitive skills

or goals, may also hava

Gualityjoi narratives Better readers' ability to infer their intentions

may therefore be related to their abilityto employ:cues and "describe" or

e.tellability and to:reVise their drafts,

all of which may result in narratives of higher-quality than those written

who-were taught summary skil s

with expository texts improved not only in their comprehension but also in

*
texts(Taylor and

by poorer. readers. 7thand Bth rjraders

their ability to produced Well organized expository

Peach, 1984), Better readers demonstrated more

readers.

improvement than poorer

As readers improve in their ability to infer

intention of their narratives, the quality of

Vardell (1982) found significant differences i

ability infer intentic,Is of their own and

These differences in, the ability to-infer

quality of the

the point or '

the narratives improves;

tath ,7th "and 12th
-

graders

published detective story.'

intentions were related to the

students' detective stories, As determi'ned by judges'

ratings of the overall-'story quality.'

Determining correlations between intention and writing gualitv,This

research suggests that the ability to/infer intention has-some

relationship to writing quality:. In trying to explain the relationship,
,

between reading and writing ability, it ,may therefore be usefuIe to

determine the correlations betWeen the ability to specify one's intention

and elements of-narrative writing quality.

O

i'vo.MStrir0,411'm



ic_nOWledqe of liteae co ventiaris and writin narratives It may also be

differences in the cognitive-skill of,

readers have acquired a more complete set of

constituting the character and story development than

in press). For example, better -_

readers may be.more cognizant the "show, don't tell" conventionthe,--

to portrayportray CharaCterS or persons in narrative by employing concrete

1'a7apehaAors or--.dialOgue rather than simply "teiling"_readers about a

charaCter.' In Writing their own personal incident autobiographical--

narratives, better readers may, therefore be more likely to deelopitheir'

own "past self" through the use o specific characker behaviors.

documented by extensive story grammar-research, better readers may also

knowledge of the con-.46Wrimels constituting-
,

the components of,story development: use of background setting and

development (Black,

readers may therefore write

Wilkes -Gibbs and Gibbs, 1982).

narrAtiyIts in which' th main figure or--

setting and the events in the narrative are,

than is the case for narratives written,by

poorer readers. While a number studies have examined the relationship

between reading abili-ty -and-wr-iting-of-expository-texts=-(Atwel980;---77-7.

Birnbaum, 1981 Flower, 1983; Taylor and Beach, 1984) °,' few studi6s have

reading ability and narrative writing.examined thp relationship between
_

Questions addressed by this study,

-This istudy examined the following questions regarding the N

relationship between reading ability and writing personal-ificideni

fi



narratives:

What is the effect of reading ability (high vs. low) and version (first

vs. second) Qn:

I.:judges' Mean-ratings of development of the main figure, the event

portrayed, background setting and the central point?

2. the' total number of t7units employed and the mean percentage of t-Unit

:,-categOrlied-by judges as "narrate," "describe" and "evaluate" out of the

total number of t-units employed in the narrative?

3. mean .percentage of linguistic cues used per' cues designed to

convey tel (Labov, 1972)?

4.. judges' mean ratings of degree of revision?

5. judges' mean ratings of the ability to specify intention,
,

between intention and text and predicted revsions.
1

disparity(

'''

What is the relationship between the ability'toSPeCify.intention nc1:2:',',.
/

.

\' , ' ,

the eventportraYed,;back6round'setting:
r , .4' ,'

1 j r

deveZopment of the main figure,
,

nd/Or the central point?

-

Procedures'

'..

, ' ," , -
/ % , . ,', , ',, , ',,,

, , , , v,,,, -: ,, _, ,

Seventh grade students fri'two junior high English,-;claSses,ina:k
, ! ,'' ,''

,,- -*'-'.;=,-, ',,--,';'

.rSubdrban 9 working. class'CommUnity/oUtside Minnea0Olis; MinneSOtawrotetw

= ,: autobiographical incident ,essays with "a six ,:meek interlude. ,The',tvlog
'

, 7 ' . N 'X ''- i
' 4," t ' , ' xi ,, 1 ' /' i

' , ^ - t . , ", LAt ..1., x, ', i tV,, . . ' X' ,' ', '; '1 7,:, ii lfi' X 1

identical assignments ;:were I employed in Order to enhance the ,r4i i 4bi 1 i 4;g4

t'i-I,,,, aisli-,-.4 ',1c17 _.' '-',i0.ii:tic4 these ., 1,,,06; tasks, 1!,-i,l,,started v,,,,:,,



C .
.

,

_prewriting activities involving selecting and exploring an event. On the.
i .

._

'second day, they °completed a ,draft. On the third day,, they divided'theirO,
,

drafts into thirds and completed a guided self-assessing form (Beach and ;+

ton, 1983) asking them to infer intentions, problems in fultilling

intentions and predicted revisions for'each of the three sections. They
-then revised_their draft.

Three-trained judges each read all drafts and rated each of'three

sectiPn*:,ar thirds of final drafts using four 3 -point rating scales

("little," "some,. "extensive ") for development:of the central figure,
,

_eVent background setting and-main_idea. They also_ compared the, draft -:
-

sections, rating them on a three pain, scale for degree-of=revisiOn

.("li.W.6 "somel"."extensive). The atings for the draft sections ,:vere
1 f* .

theh combined't produce one inal draft quality rating for eaCh\̀ of the,
:four scales and one degree- off-revision scale ,rating. ,./nter-judge,

reliability was determined,using.the Crdnbach alpha 'proddEed agreement-
.

scores for the quality ratings, in the :75 to:.80,range.,

J .

The judges also analyzed the student. self-assessing forMS,,ratingy
,

the students'A..ntentiong, Problem i fulfilling intention and predicted _

revision inferences 1.1sing-thre-point "degree--of--specificity ". ratirig,

-Scales ("not speciffc," "somewhat SpecifiC,""highly'SPeciftc"). The
9 ,

judges rated the "degree-of-specificity" for students' ratings across, eac

Of the three draft:. `sections. Inter-judge agreement'ranged from :72- tar

.81.

I

Two judges' heA rated/each t-Unk

three 'categoriesderived,'-frbm Cooper

system: "narrater, describ
1



i .
.133: The mean percentoges

,

ciff, t-Onits, within each Of these three
categories out of tne total/ number`of t-units 'was then determined. _T wodetermined./

- ,judges also counted instances of -theolse of four= cateuories of -lingutitic

'cues identified b Labov (1972? as dramatizing' "telltability

"intenSi f i ers " ,"comparators,", "rzarrelaitiVe-41." 'and' "e9sP1 i catiyes. "
Inter-judge agreement was The perkentaqe'rif containing cues-_

was then deterMined.
r _ ,According to standardized reading teStscores on -the California '

Ac levement\Test,-students were assigned to: high vs. loi4 reading ,ability\ _

groups, resulting in 30 students in each group. 2 x' 2- ANOVA's '<reading

ability :4 -version)>were run\ to- determine-the effects:J.1f reading ability

and versi,cn otl-mean quality inference and revision-,ratin_gs,:the- meani -., \ -N -'-
43ercentag9s of "narrate," " scribe" and "evellUate" categories,

. 4

;.
\

mean/percentage/eft t-units? c ntaining, narrative
/

I ...-('

...

,Resul Is

11ity %and' deoree-of-improvement Readi n

.significant main effect mean r\attngs for deve
p < .001) better readers ha\d a .mean 'rat

readers, 1.52. Reading 'al So had a signs. icant Tria i
;development of baCfcground ,setting, '== p (high;:abilit
10'61, low ,ability-7.-='1.49) and .deve.opment of the''Maiii: i dea',' T.- ,,9;,`

,,, ,-,'

, ..

-0*1)'jrqhigh abi lit 1'4679 low , 4bil'ifv '' ."51)_. (see _Figure11)..._1',Ver,sib?,--.1
,'1st V .2nd'assignment)

, had signif cant'Maimain -'cif '..'ct ran ,inY' r1.4,-=,9401,1;

# , --'cant,,:'ef f,,ec

r4V.Pgs.

A



readers-,-developed_the_e_yents, background settings and mai_n ideas Wire so

than were poorer readers._

P!,ace Figure I about here

i
../ ,

Sel..}-assisSino inferences Reading ability -also ,,had a significant mainii \ef.'f,ect on-imean ratings for-Specifying intention (F ,::- 9.209 p- ,< .0?/3);
,

le
,there' were no signs fscant main effects ,on ;specifying' ,problems,' or ,predic,:te

...:,,,t.:evAsions. grg,thee Fiu 4)--,: eBetter readr?' werei bettir able-tii,spv. .

,/theiriintentions than poorer readers. ,,,Reading`rability had nb ,signifiCa
. ) C al :" _ rmain .ef f'ec. on specifying problc.:1,-or/predicting'revistalls1.1...a .

4 "

I,.,:-CorrelationS' between -Elie abil':ity; to spkecify iiitentAans ,wri`teri
-'

'qua' ity, 'across -all, subjeCts for each of the\ three 'sep.ti-ate.;draft,'SeCtiOn
"

,
,qualfity ratings, were astfollows: degriee of 'i,tentio* SpecifiC'itY,and

,1
'_--developinent, of the main figurp:' `.:529'. and .39; development, ,of

`-
e'Vent: .01.:S9 .12; development of backgra nd ,setting:

,

evelopMent of the -main i,4eat .22,.



entence functions ard lin t_c.u.i`stic cues Reading ability had a significant

main effect on the total number of t-units,employed for the two papers (F

14.1, p < -001)..-The'h/gh ability readers wrote papers with more

t -units (20.2 and 18.3) than low ability readers (14.6 and-12.7) (see

Figure II). Reading ability also had a significant

mean percentage of

main effect

t-units categorized

poorer readers employed a higher percentage of "narrate" t-units (62%-and

61.1% for the two versions) than did better readers (45'.97. and 49.7%). At

the same time, reading ability had a.significant main effect on the mean

/percentage of "t -units classified as "describe"' (F 3.8, p < .05)y better,

readers employed a higher percentage of "describe" t-units (28.77. and

significant main effect:for reading ability on the mean perceatage.:.--

"evaluate" tunits; however there.was -a

3.8, p
' 05); a Scheffe post hoc test indicated

significant-interaction effect

the first versions employed a significantly

t- -units '(22.17.) than they did on the second

poorer readers on either version (14.1% and

lIkely to develop

that better readers 'on.

higher percentage of evaluate

version (13.37.) or than the

145%). summary, poorer
k

readers were more their narrative by a string of
1

"narrate" or action '-units than better readers while better readers

eMployed a higher percentage

poorer readers.

of "deScrAto I r "evaluate" t-units than

Reading ability also had .a significant main effect/on the mean

percentage of t-units containingtellablity"JAnguistic cues 9.

p < .004); 22.77. and'23.45% of the tietter readers' t-units contained cues
0

Ji



jnterpretation of thd-remIta

Quality. dearee-of-revision and self-assessinq ratinas The.,results

indicates that reading ability had significAt effects on quality ratings

,for develppMent of the eventbackgrOUnd setting and the main idea. There

are several possible explanations for

o do with the coghitive skills better readers

these effects.

the data indicates,/better readers were better
/

intentions thani0oorer readers. With a cleary sense of their intentions,

better readers would

One explanation }7as

bring to thdi re writinqi As_
/

able to infer their

presumably, have a clearer sense of direction for

narratives.

the data only partially supports this.,"goal-setting"!

relations between ability_to specify intentions_and

range; the highest correlations

occurred for development of the central figurer a scale on which their

were no significant reading ability effects. These relatively moderate. t

correlations suggest that the ability'
%
to specify,intentions.m y be

only one of several factors related to.reading ability that influences

writing quality.

The fact that better readers Were better able to define intentions_

did not mean that they were better able to USE their intention inferencee

to self-assess br revise. Intent on or goal definirl is only one of many.j

necessary components in the-self assessing prociss leading, up to revisfor.,

,

,,,,..'
.. .,,

. ,

,While reading abi/ity did have an effect, on specifyingintenticin there

er#-no s' nificant effects on 'specifying probiems'in



intentions or in specifying appropriate revisions for dealing with thOse/

problems. This may have been one reason that reading ability also had no

effect on the degree of revision ratingswhile better reader, were able

to specify their intentions,.they may not have been better able than

:poorer readers in campletiiig the self-assessing stages of 'defining.
a

problems nr predicting revisions that would lead up to making revisibns.

Or it may be the case that while better readers are better able to infer

intentions, that does does necessarily mean that they apply their skills

twwriting tasks. Recent research by Tierney (1983) examining

cognitive skills (go41-settillg planning, summarizing, revising

specific

involved in elementary-grade .students' reading and writing indiCates_that--,

better readers do not necessarily apply their reading skills to writing

ancivice versa.
- /

In order to further pursue the complex interrelationships between

reading and writing skills, it may beLneceSSary, rather than simply block,-
d

readers according to a reading 'test, to examine specific cognitive skills

employed specifically in reading

salf-assessing/revising texts.

some sUbjects their

effectiVel than other subjects. It would the

to produce what, were judged'ta

analyses one's own. or others' texts.

'producing texts and in

What may emerge from this- research

cognitive' skills froitirreading to writing and':

possible

"higher quality' readings

resulted in "higher quality" writing of one'S own text.

the ability

,,,

PriorknOwledrie of-literary conventionS4InotheropPlanatron fort 4
, --.,4.; ,

, ,

.' t.difference* in Writing-quetityr,ConCerns;AifferenceS in prior ledgeo

litei-eey conventions conStittitirg storY-development: One ofithermany
I

1

1



reasons the, better riders developed their. event and background setting

more effectively than poorer readers -was that they may have been more

knowledgeable Of the techniques and strategies involved in story

development. The fact that better

(on one paper) "evaluate" t-units

readers employed more "describe" an

and linguiStic4cues Suggests that

readers may ha'Ve been more knowledgeable of the "show don't tell".-

theSe

literary convention and techniques for dramatizing the-point of their.

story, which may have resulted in higher quality stories.

However :it is difficult if not possible to directly measure tacit

knowledge of literary conventions. Again, in order tobetter explain the

relationship beween reading'ability and written story production, it

would be useful to examine specific reading skills (the ability to

recognize the use of techniques for developing a story or background

setting) as rerated td the use of these. techniques-Ain

ThisWould prOVidea more Specific deterMinatiOn of t

Aietweeri reading skill andwritihg-quality.

Sentence functions and 'l in

ability h

uistic cues A previously

d a significant effect on the mean

"narrate," "describ6" and (with

use of linguisticthe

_
,

-'consisted of

one paper),

number

story production.

e relationship

noted, reading

of

4

tunits,,the use of

evaluate"t7Unlits,as well,aS

The poorer readers!

a string of "narrate" sentences ("

descriptivedetail4, or the reflective

cues.

without the

.better readers.,

essayS

I d

'Devoid of descriptive details or

typically

id X

comment

the wri

id Y, I did V)

employed by the

ter'i own

feelings or thoughts about the actions, their ,narratives may not.havu

conveyed to the judges the necessary knformation for ,urn erstanding th&

event, settffrng and main idea,of the narr,ative. In contrast', ,the better

- '

1)1



readerS' descriptions ancitomments about the actions may nave improved the

quality of the narratives.

The better readers may have employed more "desCrib " or "evaluate"

t-units because they had, as the analysis of the intention inferences

indicates, a clearer sense of-their own intention than the Poorer readers:1--

Because they_wanted to convey a particular point or about thtir past

experience-=the fact that they were nervous about a "first try" or that

they wanted to 'proVe something to an adultmay have meant that they added

those descriptiie details comments or feelings

their point

to their reader. The fact that they also employed more "tellability" cued

that would communicate

conveying the unusualness or extraordinary nature of their experience than

did poorer readers may reflect differenCes in their ability to define

their intention.

,However. as-was-the-case with differences in writing qUality,-,fattOrt-
"'

than abilif-Yy, to deiine intention, may be related to the use ofother

desCriptiVe details;' commentary and-cues. The use of "describe" or

"evaluate" t-units and cues also may reflect differences in-knowledgeo

literary cdriventions. The better readers, in adding descriptions,

comments and cues 'to the aCtions, were functioning more in the role Of
,) , 4"

E ,,
(narrators as constituteq, by the conventions'of written literary discourse.

/The,poorer readers, in simply reporting the events ,wittiout,such ,

embellishment or elaboratrbn, were, to some degree, transcribing or
. ;.

,

, 1. . W e .

dictating oral discourse.
.3

It may be the case that better readers

cognizant of the differences

particularly,in terms of the role of a nar ator.

14'

Are mar

between written and,oral narrative discourse ",



In summary, ,reading ability had an effect on the quality'of personal

incidgnt narrative writing, ability infer intentions,-use o

descriptive and evaluation' t- units, and .Ise of 1!tellabi.litv,*

results of this exploratory study suggests the need for research in a-

number of areas:

-
interrelationship's aMOnq narrative elements. Further analysis needs to

e con cted on the various possible relationships among narrative writing,

quality, sentence functions, cues, sr:If-assessing inferences and

degree-lof-revision both within and across reading ability level groups.
e

It :nay b the case that, for better readers, .the interrelationships among
.

*these elements are stronger than for poorer readers.'

2. relationships between specific skillS involved in both reading and

Rather,tharoblocking readers according to test scores, it would, b

more fruitful to exmine specific skill4 readers employ in reading

literary texts -- inferring intentions, predicting outcomes,,explaining

characters' actions, etc. --as related to their use of, Similar skills in

producihg and, assessing ,,their own stories. ,It may be the, case that

certain skills transfer more readily, from reading tO,w'r,iting o,

than do otter

.
,

3. devel 0 taanetaldifferercesin'imlede'ofliterarcOnVentionseL:petteril

readers may differ frompoorer .readeru-in.their storyppr-Oduttiori*e

differences in prior knowledge '64 literary conventiOnS. ,HoweVer, it
,,,,

it
,.,



difficult to determine differences in prior knowledge of conventions, One

alternative method involves analysis of readers' at different age levels

reading or instruction

experience, assuming that these readers have acquired difFerent leyels of

knowledge of literary .'conventions This investigator's current research---
'

autobiographical narratives written by the 7th graders in this studY,

college freshmen and adult English teachers indicate that adurt writers

employ higher, percen "evaluate" t-units and more.

"tellability" cues pt,r t-unit i:han do younger writers

develbpMental differences i knbwledge of literary
1

addition to differences in coonitiVe and social development\

refletting:possibie

conventions, in.
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High vs. LOW Reading Ability students' Mean Ratings for Story
Writing Quality, Degree of Revision, and Self-assessing Inferences
For Two Personal Incident Narrative Essays

Reading Ability Level

Rating scales

-Development of:

central. figure /

"event
2/

setting

main Idea

High

Degree of revision

'intentioh.

statement-of, problems

predictethreVi'siOns

Low

1.46 1.44

1:74 ---T-

1.30 1.33

1'.34 1.27

* ,p .001
**
***-p.<

Lt.



Figure II

:High versus Law Reading Ability Students' Mean Number of
tr=units,_Percentage of Sentence` Functions and Tellability Cues,.

--Employed-on-Each-of-Two-Personal-Inci-dent-Narratfves---

Criteria

'# of tUnits

% of "narrate"
,t -units

% of ,"describe".
t ='ani is
% of "evaluate"
- units:

Reading Ability Level

High Low

Paper 4- Paper I I Paper I _Papmr II'

20.2

45.9

28.7

22.1

18.3

49.7.

31.6_

13.3

° 14.6 ,

62.0

23.4

12.7

61.1

22.7

r

cues 22.7 23.4

r 6i


